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LL-RLP-20 and LL-RXR-27 downloadsLL-RLP-20 and LL-RXR-27 downloads



Host interface source code - release.tarHost interface source code - release.tar

The latest release of source code to implement the module's host interface.

release_1_5_0.tar.gz - host interface source code

For a high-level explanation of the host interface, checkout this "Host Interface Description." For usage and
documentation of the command set, checkout the "Link Labs Host Interface Library" documentation.

This release of the host interface source code is compatible with theThis release of the host interface source code is compatible with the 1.5.0 release of the LL-RLP-20 and LL-RXR-271.5.0 release of the LL-RLP-20 and LL-RXR-27
firmwarefirmware, which includes new features:, which includes new features:

• over-the-air file transfers and firmware updates.
• support for Symphony Link with Repeaters.

Minimum required Gateway Software version is 1.5.2:Minimum required Gateway Software version is 1.5.2:

• A Gateway Software update can be performed using the gateway's local webpage.
• For help or questions about upgrading Gateway Software, please contact support@link-labs.comsupport@link-labs.com

 Deprecated source code to implement the module's host interface.

release_1_3_2.tar.gz - old host interface source code

The 1.3.2 release does not support file transfers and/or use of Repeaters. Link Labs recommends updating
to the 1.5.0 release, if possible.

https://www.link-labs.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/01/release_1_5_0.tar.gz
http://docs.link-labs.com/m/52162/l/478397
http://docs.link-labs.com/m/52162/l/478564
http://docs.link-labs.com/m/52162/c/184122
http://www.link-labs.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/06/release_1_3_2.tar-1.gz


Encrypted binary of LL-RLP-20/RXR-27 firmware -Encrypted binary of LL-RLP-20/RXR-27 firmware -
rlp_multi_mac.binrlp_multi_mac.bin

Latest production release (v1.5.0) for LL-RLP-20 or LL-RXR-27 module operating at 915 MHz:

rlp_multi_mac_v1.5.0.bin.encrypted.zip

For instructions to flash the encrypted binary to a module, checkout "Updating Module Firmware."

This release of the module firmware includes new features:This release of the module firmware includes new features:

• over-the-air file transfers and firmware updates.
• support for Symphony Link with Repeaters.

Minimum required Gateway Software version is 1.5.2:Minimum required Gateway Software version is 1.5.2:

• A Gateway Software update can be performed using the gateway's local webpage.
• For help or questions about upgrading Gateway Software, please contact support@link-labs.comsupport@link-labs.com

 Deprecated release (v1.3.2) for LL-RLP-20 or LL-RXR-27 module operating at 915 MHz.

rlp_multi_mac_v1.3.2.bin.915.encrypted.zip

¬†

Deprecated release (v1.3.2) for LL-RLP-20 or LL-RXR-27 module operating at 868 MHz.

rlp_multi_mac_v1.3.2.bin.868.encrypted.zip

https://www.link-labs.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/01/rlp_multi_mac_v1.5.0.bin_.encrypted.zip
http://docs.link-labs.com/m/52162/l/478788
http://docs.link-labs.com/m/52162/c/184122
http://www.link-labs.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/06/rlp_multi_mac.bin_.915.encrypted.zip
http://www.link-labs.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/06/rlp_multi_mac.bin_.868.encrypted.zip


Python script to update module firmware -Python script to update module firmware -
bootloader_upload_firmware.pybootloader_upload_firmware.py

This is a command-line utility to update the firmware of a Symphony Link module by passing an encrypted binary
file over a USB-to-UART bridge to the module. For details on implementation, please refer to the "Updating
Module Firmware" article.

bootloader_upload_firmware.py

http://docs.link-labs.com/m/52162/l/478788
http://docs.link-labs.com/m/52162/l/478788
http://www.link-labs.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/03/bootloader_upload_firmware.py_.zip


Python wrapper of the module's host interface - ll_ifc.pyPython wrapper of the module's host interface - ll_ifc.py

The most recent version of ll_ifc.py is now on pypi, the Python package repo:

https://pypi.python.org/pypi/linklabs-host-interface/1.5.0

This library wraps the Host Interface of the LL-RLP-20 and LL-RXR-27 with Python classes. This is useful, for
example, if you want to control the LL-RLP-20 or LL-RLP-27 from a Raspberry Pi.

 For a deprecated version of ll_ifc.py that is compatible with LL-RLP-20 and LL-RXR-27 firmware version 1.3.2firmware version 1.3.2,
use the following link:

ll_ifc.py for firmware v1.3.2

Installing the linklabs-host-interface 1.5.0 Python libraryInstalling the linklabs-host-interface 1.5.0 Python library

It is easy to install the host interface library to Python using a package manager. For example, use pippip to install the
library from the command terminal by executing the following command:

pip install linklabs-host-interface

Usage is documented at pypi.

https://pypi.python.org/pypi/linklabs-host-interface/1.5.0
http://www.link-labs.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/03/ll_ifc.zip
https://pypi.python.org/pypi/linklabs-host-interface#downloads


Command line utility to control module in Symphony Link mode -Command line utility to control module in Symphony Link mode -
symphony_test.exesymphony_test.exe

This executable is a PC command-line tool to control an LL-RLP-20 or LL-RXR-27 in Symphony Link mode with
firmware version 1.5.0:

symphony_test.exe - for firmware version 1.5.0

The as-built executable is only suitable for Windows. However, the source code for symphony_testsymphony_test is available in
the host interface release, and it is possible to build for any platform.

This release of symphony_test is compatible with the 1.5.0 release of the LL-RLP-20 and LL-RXR-27 firmware.This release of symphony_test is compatible with the 1.5.0 release of the LL-RLP-20 and LL-RXR-27 firmware.

 This executable is a deprecated command-line tool to control an LL-RLP-20 or LL-RXR-27 in Symphony Link
mode with firmware version 1.3.2:

symphony_test.exe - for firmware version 1.3.2

https://www.link-labs.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/01/symphony_test.exe_-2.zip
http://docs.link-labs.com/m/52162/l/480483#Getting-started-for-OSX-and-Linux-users
http://www.link-labs.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/06/symphony_test.exe_.zip


Command line utility to control module in NoMac mode -Command line utility to control module in NoMac mode -
nomac_test.exenomac_test.exe

This executable is a PC command-line tool to control an LL-RLP-20 or LL-RXR-27 in NoMac mode with firmware
version 1.5.0:

nomac_test.exe - for firmware version 1.5.0

The as-built executable is only suitable for Windows. ¬†However, the source code for nomac_testnomac_test is available in
the host interface release, and it is possible to build for any platform.

This release of nomac_test is compatible with the 1.5.0 release of the LL-RLP-20 and LL-RXR-27 firmware.This release of nomac_test is compatible with the 1.5.0 release of the LL-RLP-20 and LL-RXR-27 firmware.

 This executable is a deprecated command-line tool to control an LL-RLP-20 or LL-RXR-27 in NoMac mode
with firmware version 1.3.2:

nomac_test.exe - for firmware version 1.3.2

https://www.link-labs.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/01/nomac_test.exe_-2.zip
http://docs.link-labs.com/m/52162/l/481048-host-interface-source-code-release-tar
http://docs.link-labs.com/m/52162/l/480483-controlling-the-module-from-the-command-line#Getting-started-for-OSX-and-Linux-users
http://www.link-labs.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/06/nomac_test.exe_.zip


Conductor downloadsConductor downloads



A Python wrapper of the Conductor API - conductor.pyA Python wrapper of the Conductor API - conductor.py

 The Conductor Python library is now on pypi, the Python package repo:

https://pypi.python.org/pypi/linklabs-conductor

This library wraps the Conductor APIs with Python classes. It is useful for scripting interactions with
Conductor. For Python users, using conductor.py is probably easier than using raw HTTP endpoints.

Installing the Conductor Python libraryInstalling the Conductor Python library

It is easy to install the Conductor library to Python 2.7.x using a package manager. For example, use pippip to install the
library from the command terminal by executing the following command:

pip install linklabs-conductor

Using conductor.pyUsing conductor.py

The following sections describe implementation of conductor.py.

BasicsBasics

All four classes (accounts, app tokens, modules, and gateways) support querying. So you can do:

messages = gateway.get_recent_messages(mins_back=24*60)

to get all of the messages received in the last 24 hours. There is also the get_messages_time_rangeget_messages_time_range method to get
messages for a more particular time range.

Retrieving Uplink DataRetrieving Uplink Data

You start everything with a ConductorAccount object. From there you can get other types of objects (modules,
gateways, app tokens) either by requesting an object in particular or requesting all objects of a certain type.

For example, this code snippet will store all of the gateways you own in a variable called gatewaysgateways:

import conductor
account = conductor.ConductorAccount('myusername', 'mypassword')
gateways = account.get_gateways()

Alternatively, you could request a particular gateway:

gateway = account.get_gateway('$101$0-0-0-123456789')

https://pypi.python.org/pypi/linklabs-conductor


The same can be done for modules and app tokens.

Getting uplink messages from a particular time range from a particular nodeGetting uplink messages from a particular time range from a particular node

As an example, you could use the following code to pull a list of all uplink messages from a particular node in the time
interval between start_timestart_time and stop_timestop_time:

import conductor
account = conductor.ConductorAccount('myusername', 'mypassword')
node = account.get_module('$301$0-0-0-123456789')
messages = node.get_messages_time_range(start_time, stop_time)

where start_timestart_time and stop_timestop_time are Python 'datetime.datetime' objects.

Getting most recent uplink messages from a particular nodeGetting most recent uplink messages from a particular node

Similarly, you could get a list of all messages received from that node in the last 'mins_backmins_back' minutes:

import conductor
account = conductor.ConductorAccount('myusername', 'mypassword')
node = account.get_module('$301$0-0-0-123456789')
messages = node.get_recent_messages(mins_back)

Getting uplink messages from a particular time range from an Application TokenGetting uplink messages from a particular time range from an Application Token

Quite often it is appropriate to query the uplink messages from all nodes assigned to the same Application Token. For
example, let's say your Conductor Account includes the application token 0123456789abcdef0123. You could get a list
of all messages received during the interval start_timestart_time to stop_timestop_time from all nodes registered to that application token
by doing:

import conductor
account = conductor.ConductorAccount('myusername', 'mypassword')
application = account.get_application_token('0123456789abcdef0123')
messages = application.get_messages_time_range(start_time, stop_time)

Setting up an uplink subscriptionSetting up an uplink subscription

conductor.py includes functionality to get uplink traffic using subscriptions (rather than Conductor's REST API). This
can be useful if you want to stream uplink data in real time.

Uplink subscription for a particular nodeUplink subscription for a particular node

The following example shows how to subscribe to the uplink coming from a particular node with the MAC address
$301$0-0-0-012345678:

import conductor
account = conductor.ConductorAccount('myusername', 'mypassword')



subject = account.get_module('$301$0-0-0-012345678')
for message in subject.subscribe_iter():

## do whatever you want with message, for example write it to a log
LOG.info(message)

Sending DownlinkSending Downlink

The module class is special in that it supports downlink. Once you have a handle to a specific module, you can send
downlink:

mod = account.get_module('$301$0-0-0-123456789')
message = mod.send_message('hello')

After you send the message, you can poll Conductor for the message's status:

status = message.get_status()

This will tell you if the message has been sent successfully, if it's pending, or if it expired (i.e., was never able to be sent
or ACK'd).



Command-line utility to send downlink messages -Command-line utility to send downlink messages -
send_command_client_edge.pysend_command_client_edge.py

A command-line utility to post a command from Conductor to a module. (Uses conductor.py)

send_command_client_edge.py

http://www.link-labs.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/12/send_command_client_edge.py_.zip


Prelude downloadsPrelude downloads



Download the Prelude Windows InstallerDownload the Prelude Windows Installer

Start here for installing the PC application for using the LL-RLP-20 and LL-RXR-27 evaluation boards.

Prelude Windows Installer v 1.5.0

 The following link is to download an installer for a deprecated version of Prelude, which is compatible with
LL-RLP-20 and LL-RXR-27 firmware version 1.3.2:

Prelude Windows Installer v 1.3.4

https://www.link-labs.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/01/Prelude-1.5.0-win32.exe_.zip
http://www.link-labs.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/06/Prelude-1.3.4-win32.exe_.zip


Network Tester downloadsNetwork Tester downloads



A script to update network tester firmware -A script to update network tester firmware -
network_tester_bootloader.pynetwork_tester_bootloader.py

This Python script automatically updates the firmware running on the network tester's external host
microcontroller (Silicon Labs EFM32). Please refer to the Upgrading network tester firmware article for
instructions to use the script.

network_tester_bootloader.py

http://www.link-labs.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/09/network_tester_bootloader.py_.zip


Binary image of network tester firmware - network_tester.binBinary image of network tester firmware - network_tester.bin

Latest firmware release for the network tester. This firmware runs on the network tester's external host
microcontroller.

network_tester_v0.7.bin

Release Note: v0.7 supports the ability to change the Network Token used by the Network Tester.

http://www.link-labs.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/09/network_tester.bin_.zip
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